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Ellipsometric study of undersaturated critical adsorption
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At the liquid-vapor surface of a criticalAB binary liquid mixture, if the surface energiessA!sB , then
componentA completely saturates the surface and one is in the regime of strong critical adsorption where the
local volume fraction at the surface is solely a function ofz/j wherej is the bulk correlation length andz is
the depth into the liquid. If, however,sA'sB then the surface composition is a sensitive function of the
surface energy differenceDs5sA2sB and the surface is ‘‘undersaturated.’’ We study this undersaturated
critical adsorption regime using a homologous series of critical binary liquid mixtures. ComponentB ~methyl
formate! is fixed, while componentA is varied fromn-undecane ton-tetradecane. With increasing carbon chain
lengthDs changes systematically from a negative to a positive value. We find that the experimental results, in
both the one- and two-phase regions, are well described by a universal surface scaling functionG(z/j,h1t2D1),
whereh1;Ds, t5uTc2Tu/Tc is the reduced temperature relative to the critical temperature (Tc), andD1 is a
universal surface critical exponent. These results are in conformity with theoretical predictions.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.65.011601 PACS number~s!: 68.03.Cd, 64.60.Fr
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I. INTRODUCTION

The surface critical behavior that occurs at the interfa
between a noncritical spectator phase and an adjacent cr
system is governed by the appearance of universal sur
critical exponents and universal surface scaling functio
These universal features are a consequence of the boun
conditions placed upon a semi-infinite three-dimensio
system@1,2#. Hence, such features are very common and
found at all noncritical interfaces adjacent to critical system
For example, boundary conditions determine~i! the variation
in the local density at the interface between a container w
and a critical pure fluid,~ii ! the preferential adsorption an
its variation with depth at the liquid/vapor surface of critic
binary liquid mixtures or critical binary alloys, and~iii ! the
surface orientational order between a uniaxial ferromag
and a neighboring noncritical phase@3#. Perhaps the mos
well-studied example for this type of surface critical beha
ior is critical adsorption, which occurs at the interface b
tween a critical binary liquid mixture and, for example, t
~noncritical! vapor phase or a container wall. In critical a
sorption the component that possesses the lowest surfac
ergy preferentially adsorbs at the surface. For strong crit
adsorption in anAB mixture, the surface energies diffe
greatly,sA!sB , and componentA almost completely satu
rates the first few monolayers of the interface~at z50!.
However, this surface saturated layer must decay with de
z ~>0! to the bulk critical composition over a distance go
erned by the bulk correlation lengthj65jo6t2n, where the
subscript1 ~2! corresponds to a quantity in the one-~two-!
phase region of the liquid mixture,n ~50.632 @4#! is a uni-
versal bulk critical exponent,t5uT2Tcu/Tc is the reduced
temperature relative to the critical temperatureTc , and the
system dependent amplitudejo6 has a universal amplitud
ratio Rj5jo1 /jo2 ~.1.96 @5#!. The variation in composi-
tion with depth is governed by a universal surface scal
function P6[P6(z/j6), which acquires differing forms in
the one- and two-phase regimes. More specifically, the lo
order parameterm(z), which governs the local volume frac
1063-651X/2001/65~1!/011601~12!/$20.00 65 0116
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tion v(z) of the adsorbed component~relative to its critical
valuevc! is given by@6,7#

m6~z!5v~z!2vc ~1!

5M 2tbP6~z/j6!, ~2!

whereM 2tb describes the shape of the coexistence curveb
~5 0.328@4#! is another universal critical exponent, and

P1~`!50 and P2~`!51 ~3!

in order to conform with the behavior of the order parame
in the bulk (z/j6→`). Although the universal surface sca
ing function P6 was predicted to exist more than 20 yea
ago@6#, it has only been in the last few years that theoreti
estimates of this function have become available@8–10#,
which provide reasonable~but not exact! agreement with re-
cent experimental measurements@11,12#. Corrections to scal-
ing @13# may be able to explain this discrepancy betwe
theory and experiment.

A more complicated situation arises if the two comp
nents,A andB, of the liquid mixture possess similar surfac
energies (sA'sB); now the first few monolayers will no
longer be completely saturated with one of the compone
and one is in the regime of weak or competitive adsorpti
Critical adsorption now depends upon an effective surf
field

h1;sA2sB ~4!

@which will be defined more precisely below, Eq.~21!# and
the local order parameter takes the form@6#

m6~z!5M 2tbG68 ~z/j6 ,h1t2D1! ~5!

5M 2tbG6~z/j6 ,z/ l h6!, ~6!

where G68 5G68 (x,y8) and G65G6(x,y) are generalized
surface scaling functions. The transformation from Eq.~5! to
Eq. ~6! involves a simple change of variables wherey
©2001 The American Physical Society01-1
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5z/lh65xy8n/D1 and, therefore, the new length scale asso
ated with theh1 field is given by

l h65jo6uh1u2n/D1, ~7!

which acquires slightly differing values in the one-and tw
phase region. The surface critical exponentD1 is discussed
in more detail in the following section. In the limit of
strong surface field, which is schematically represented
h1→6` @where the1 ~2! sign corresponds toB(A) ad-
sorption, according to Eq.~4!#, the surface scaling function
G6 and G68 become insensitive to the specific value ofh1

and these functions crosses over to the strong surface sc
function, namely,

G68 ~z/j6 ,6`!5G6~z/j6 ,6`!5P6~z/j6!. ~8!

The variation in the local order parameterm(z), within the
one-phase region of a critical mixture, is schematically
picted in Fig. 1 when a weak surface field is present. Acco
ing to theory~Sec. II, @14#!, the surface order parameter
the interfacem15m(z50);h1 increases with increasingz
as m(z);zk, where k5(D12b)/n.0.21 for 0,z& l h1 .
At distances greater thanl h1 , the local order paramete
m(z) crosses over to theP1(z/j1) surface scaling function
where, for l h1&z&j1 the power law behaviorm(z)
;z2b/n @6# is found while at larger distancesm(z);e2z/j1

@7#. The maximum inm(z), which occurs atz' l h1 ~Fig. 1!
is an unusual feature that arises naturally from the sm
@m(z);zk# and medium@m(z);z2b/n# z behavior. With in-

FIG. 1. Schematic plot of the local volume fractionv(z) as a
function of depthz into an AB critical liquid mixture in the one-
phase region. If the surface energysA!sB then the surface is com
pletely saturated with componentA @v(0)51# and v(z) is de-
scribed by the surface scaling functionP1 ~dashed line!, for strong
critical adsorption, which varies as;(z/j1)2b/n for z&j1 and
;e2z/j1 for z*j1 . If, however,sA&sB the surface is no longe
completely saturated with componentA and, in fact,v(0);uh1u
where the surface fieldh1;sA2sB @Eq. ~21!#. In this case,v(z) is
described by the surface scaling functionG1 ~solid line! where
G1;zk for z& l h1 @;uh1u2n/D1, Eq.~7!#, which crosses over to the
P1 function for z. l h1 . An extrapolation lengthze @see Eq.~31!
and Sec. IV for details# ensures thatv(0)51 for the P1 function
andv(0);uh1u for the G1 function. In the limit of very largeh1 ,
l h1→0 and theG1 function is coincident with theP1 function.
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creasingh1 , the surface order parameterm1(;h1) increases
while, at the same time,l h1 @;h1

2n/D1, Eq. ~7!# decreases
towards zero and thus, in the limit of an infinitely strong fie
(h1→`), m(z) is completely described by the strong fie
surface scaling functionP1(z/j1). One can qualitatively
understand therefore, from the representation provided
Fig. 1, thatG6 differs from P6 only very close to the inter-
face at 0<z& l h6 . Therefore, weak field effects will be
more evident for largerl h6 @corresponding to smallerh1 ,
Eq. ~7!#, namely, for systems with very similar surface ene
gies for the two componentsA and B compared with the
thermal energy.

Desai, Peach, and Franck@15# conducted the first innova
tive experimental study into the weak critical adsorption
gime. They studied the critical mixture carbon disulfide a
nitromethane in contact with a heavily silylated glass s
face. The silylated layer, on the glass surface, slowly
graded~or became hydroxylated due to adsorption of wat!
over a period of 11 days; the adsorption preference con
quently changed continuously from strongly carbon disulfi
on day 1 to strongly nitromethane by day 11. Around day
the surface field was very small and the adsorption of b
components was approximately equally probable. The w
field data resulting from this experiment seemed, at fi
glance, to be at variance with theoretical expectations. T
stimulated a flurry of theoretical work@14,16–18#, which
subsequently provided a qualitative explanation@19# of the
weak field experimental results. For this critical mixtu
solid surface system it was not possible to quantify the m
nitude of the surface fieldh1 as the adsorption preferenc
changed; this lack of information precluded a quantitat
comparison between theory and experiment.

Recently we have approached this interesting weak fi
regime from a slightly different perspective@20#. We exam-
ined the liquid-vapor critical adsorption behavior for a h
mologous series of critical binary liquid mixtures where o
component,B ~methyl formate!, remained fixed while the
other component,A, was varied fromn-undecane~denoted
C11! to n-tetradecane~C14!. In this systemsA'sB and the
adsorption preference at the liquid-vapor surface chan
from n-alkane to methyl formate with increasing carbo
chain length. Thus, this homologous series of critical m
tures allowed us to tune theh1 field from negative to positive
values with increasing chain length while, at the same tim
providing a quantitative measure of the magnitude ofh1
through the difference in surface tensions between the
components. Thus, in this case, it was possible to quan
tively compare theoretical predictions for the surface scal
function G1 with experiment, at least, in the one-phase
gion. The purpose of this paper is to expand upon our ea
work within the one-phase region and also to analyze
more complicated two-phase critical adsorption behavior
these weak field systems. This paper is set out as follows
Sec. II we outline the theoretical predictions and provide
Ansatzthat conforms with these predictions. The experime
tal methods and results are given in Sec. III while the ell
sometric data is analyzed in Sec. IV. Finally, the surface fi
h1 and its connection with the surface energy differencesA
1-2
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2sB is placed on a quantitative basis in Sec. V and
findings from this research are summarized in Sec. VI.

II. THEORETICAL CONCEPTS

The theoretical work surrounding critical adsorption
very extensive and covers many different topics, wher
number of these topics arenot directly relevant to experi-
mental systems. There are a number of excellent, but so
what older, reviews of critical adsorption and its relationsh
to wetting and other related surface critical phenome
@1–3#. More recent theoretical advances are reviewed in@21#
while @22# provides an overview of recent experimental d
velopments. For the first time reader or experimentalist, w
is entering this field, the theoretical literature can be som
what forbidding. Hence, in this section, we provide a br
guide to the nomenclature and concepts relevant for b
strong and weak critical adsorption.

Critical phenomena is frequently modeled using latt
models where the dimensionless neighbor-neighbor b
strength ~normalized by the thermal energykBT! is K
5J/kBT, where, within the first surface layer atz50 the
bond strength may differ from its bulk value and is therefo
represented byK15J1 /kBT. In the absence of any bulk fiel
(h50) and for zero surface field (h150), surface ordering
can only be generated by the strength ofK1 relative toK;
hence the surface enhancement parameter@1#

c;~K2K1! ~9!

is a relevant variable to consider. ForK1@K the surface is
strongly ordered, relative to the bulk, and the bulk underg
a disorder-order transition in the presence of anorderedsur-
face at the bulk critical temperatureTc . This transition is
called the extraordinary transitionat the renormalization
group ~RG! fixed point c→2`. Conversely, in the othe
extreme, forK1!K the surface isless orderedrelative to the
bulk; at the RG fixed pointc→1`, the surface transition a
Tc is called theordinary transition. Alternatively, at a spe-
cific value ofc designated bycsp ~with K1.1.5 K @23#!, the
surfaceattains criticalityat the bulk critical temperatureTc ;
this surface transition is called thespecial transition. The
extraordinary, ordinary, and special transitions each acq
differing surface critical exponents. For the extraordina
transition, values for these surface critical exponents can
deduced from Refs.@24,25#, while for the ordinary and spe
cial transitions they have been recently summarized in@26#.

The surface can also become ordered via another me
nism, which differs from that which occurs at the extraor
nary transition (c→2`,h150). For c→1`, where in the
absence of a surface field (h150) the surface is less ordere
than the bulk~ordinary transition!, enhanced surface orde
can be induced by the presence of a strong surface fieldh1 ,
which acts solely upon the surface atoms atz50. In the limit
of uh1u→` ~andc→1`! the surface transition that occurs
Tc is called thenormal transition@27#. For critical binary
liquid mixtures, surface ordering corresponding to critic
adsorption is thought to be induced by the presence o
surface field and, therefore,strong critical adsorption should
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be described by the normal transition. More specifically, at-
oms in the surface possess a lower coordination num
~compared with the bulk!, which is expected to lead to de
creased order on approaching the surface (c@0), however,
the presence of a surface field (uh1u.0) may compensate fo
this lower coordination and give rise to an enhanced surf
ordering. Many years ago Bray and Moore@28# suggested
that the surface ordering induced at the extraordinary tra
tion (c→2`,h150) should be equivalent to the surfac
ordering induced at the normal transition (c→`,uh1u→`).
This equivalence between the extraordinary and normal t
sitions has recently been demonstrated to be rigorously
@24,25#. This one-to-one correspondence therefore allo
theoretical results, derived for the extraordinary transition
be applied to the normal transition. Indeed, the experime
surface scaling functionP6 , which describes strong critica
adsorption@11,12#, was found to exhibit the expected pow
law behavior

P6~x!;c6x2b/n, 0,x&1 ~10!

at mesoscopic distances from the interface, which at la
distances, crossed over to exponential decay

P6~x!;P`6e2x, x*1, ~11!

in agreement with the expectations of the extraordinary tr
sition @8#. In Eqs. ~10! and ~11! c6 and P`6 are universal
numbers becauseP6(x) is a universal function.

In reality, a value ofuh1u→` ~present at the normal tran
sition! is unrealistic; all real systems will possess a finite~but
perhaps large! surface fieldh1 . Therefore new surface phe
nomena, characterized by ordinary surface critical expone
~becausec@0!, are expected to become apparent at distan
0<z& l h @;h1

2n/D1, Eq. ~7! and Fig. 1#. Optical reflectom-
etry @29#, ellipsometry~@30,11,12# and references therein!,
neutron reflectometry@31#, and evanescent-wave light sca
tering @32# have been used to study strong critical adsorpt
(sA!sB). In all of these experiments there has been
conclusive evidence for the presence of this new surface
gime characterized by ordinary surface critical exponen
This is perhaps not surprising because these techniques
cally measure an integral over the surface structure; for
ample, sufficiently far fromTc , ellipsometry measures
the relative adsorptionG;*0

`@v(x)2vc#dx;*0
`@P6(x)

2P6(`)#dx @33,34#. Therefore, these techniques are sen
tive to surface structure on all length scales, and, espec
on large length scales (z;j) away from the regime where
ordinary surface critical exponents occur. By contrast, e
dence for the presence of ‘‘ordinary’’ surface critical exp
nents were evident in surface tension measurements@35,36#
conducted within the two-phase region of critical binary li
uid mixtures@37#. These measurements provided a meas
of the surface critical exponentD1 whose experimental value
~0.4360.05@35#, 0.4460.06@36#! is in good agreement with
the ordinary valueD1

ord50.464 @26#, which differs signifi-
cantly from either the extraordinary~D1

ex52n520.632
@38#! or special~D1

sp50.997@26#! surface critical exponents
A discussion of the interrelationship between critical adso
1-3
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tion and surface tension measurements, within critical bin
liquid mixtures, can be found in@22#. Henceforth, throughou
the remainder of this paper surface critical exponents, s
as D1 and b1 will always refer to ordinary surface critica
exponents.

As argued in the Introduction, this surface regime,
which ordinary surface critical exponents play an import
role, will become more prominent for largerl h (;h1

2n/D1)
and hence for smallerh1 . Ritschel and co-workers
@14,16,17# considered this small surface field regime in d
tail. Essentially they found the following.

~i! For smallh1 and largec ~i.e., close to the fixed point o
the ordinary transition!, the parameterc is a ‘‘dangerous ir-
relevant variable,’’ which cannot be naively set to its fix
point value ofc5`; instead, the effective surface field th
acts on the system ish15h1 /cy, wherey is a critical expo-
nent. The effective surface fieldh1 is the parameter that ap
pears in the surface scaling functionsG68 @Eq. ~5!# andG6

@Eqs.~6! and ~7!#.
~ii ! As h1→`, the local order parameterm(z) must be

described by the strong field surface scaling functi
namely, P6 @Eq. ~2!#, in both the one- and two-phase r
gions.

~iii ! In the one-phase region, forh1 finite, the following
holds.

~a! For z@ l h1 the local order parameterm(z) must be
described by theP1 function.

~b! For 0,z! l h1 ,j1 , then,

m~z!;h1zk, k5~D12b!/n.0.21. ~12!

~c! At h150 the local order parameterm(z)50 for all z,
while at smallh1 , then,G1;h1 .

~iv! At Tc , the local order parameter is continuou
namely,

m1~z!5m2~z!. ~13!

This equality imposes a constraint on the relationship
tweenG1 andG2 as described below.

~v! In the two-phase regime forh150 and 0,z! l h2 ,
j2 ,

m~z!;z~b12b!/ntb1, ~14!

whereb150.803@26# for the ordinary transition.
Conditions ~i!–~v! are a consequence of simple scali

considerations near a continuous bulk phase transition@14#.
These results have been checked against surface RG c
lations to ordere @14,16# and Monte Carlo simulations in
three dimensions@17#, as well as, exact results and Mon
Carlo simulations in two dimensions@18,19,39#. Addition-
ally, various generalizations of this weak field case to
situation whereboth h1 andc are small, in the vicinity of the
special transition, have been considered@16#.

It is possible to construct a number of differentAnsätze
that conform with conditions~i!–~v! above. In the spirit of
Liu and Fisher@7#, we expect that a simple crossover fun
tion between the various asymptotic regions will provide
good theoretical description with which to compare expe
01160
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mental data. In@20#, a simple ‘‘algebraic’’ crossover betwee
the asymptotic regimes described the one-phase weak cr
adsorption data well. However, in subsequent unpublis
work this algebraic crossover function had difficulties d
scribing the two-phase experimental data. In this paper
consider an ‘‘exponential’’ crossover model, which describ
both the one-and two-phase regions well. In this model

G6~x,y!5@12~12X6!~12Y!#P6~x!, ~15!

X150, X25~12e2x!x1, ~16!

Y5~12e2y!y1, ~17!

x15b1 /n, y15D1 /n, ~18!

x5
z1ze

j6
, y5

z1ze

C6l h6
, ~19!

C151, C25jo1 /jo2[Rj , ~20!

l h6 is described by Eq.~7!, and

h15
~sA2sB!l s

2

kBTc
. ~21!

Equations~15!–~21! conform with conditions~i!–~v!. An ex-
trapolation lengthze has been introduced into Eq.~19!. It
services two purposes, as discussed in Sec. IV@Eq. ~31!#: it
ensures thatP6 remains finite atz50 and it guarantees tha
m6(z50);h1 for small h1 , in conformity with condition
~iii c !. A constantC2 appears in Eq.~19!; it arises from the
continuity condition atTc @condition ~iv!#, where the conti-
nuity of P6 must also be taken into consideration@40#. As
discussed in the Introduction, the surface fieldh1 should be
proportional tosA2sB wheresA (sB) corresponds to the
liquid-vapor surface energy of then-alkane~methyl formate!
componentwithin the liquid mixture; hence, ifh1,0 ~.0!
the n-alkane~methyl formate! preferentially adsorbs at th
liquid/vapor surface andv(z) represents the local volum
fraction of n-alkane~methyl formate!. The surface fieldh1
@Eq. ~21!#, which is normalized by the thermal energy atTc ,
has been made dimensionless by introducing a new nonc
cal length scalel s . This length scale is expected to be sy
tem dependent and of the order of a molecular length.
using this model forG6 , a reasonable form must be select
for P6 . Throughout this paper we have chosen to use
P3a model from@12# for the P6 function, however, any of
the P6 models contained within@11,12# could have been
used with essentially identical results forG6 as obtained
here.

III. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Complete adsorption occurs at the liquid-vapor surface
a critical binary liquid mixture if a sufficiently strong surfac
field, h1 , is present; under such conditions the first few la
ers are saturated with the component possessing the lo
surface energy. A strong surface field is relatively easy
obtain—the components merely have to possess a s
1-4
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TABLE I. Liquid mixture material parameters.

Mixture «A
a «B

a M 2 j01
b ~Å! Ds ~erg/cm2! vcA Tc ~°C!

C11 1.994 1.793 0.9560.10 2.260.2 21.657 0.478 26.975
C12 2.000 1.786 0.9360.02 2.060.2 20.559 0.465 32.713
C13 2.006 1.781 0.9860.07 2.160.3 0.424 0.460 37.473
C14 2.009 1.775 0.9860.04 2.360.4 1.371 0.451 42.662

aOptical dielectric constant from Ref.@61# recalculated atTc , where subscriptA denotesn-alkane andB is
methyl formate. Note that then-alkane is the lighter component for all of the liquid mixtures.
bMeasured via turbidity.
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ciently large surface tension difference~e.g., uDsu5usA
2sBu*10 erg/cm2! and, in fact, this was one of the primar
considerations that we used in selecting appropriate crit
liquid mixtures in our prior studies of strong critical adsor
tion @30,11#. A second important consideration, which infl
enced our previous choice of critical binary liquid mixture
was to select mixtures where thelighter component pos-
sessed the lowest surface tension—such a condition gua
tees that we can study strong critical adsorption, not only
the one-phase region, but also in the two-phase region@41#.

Obviously, from the form ofG6(x,y) @Eq. ~15!# given in
the preceding section, it is imperative that the strong criti
adsorption surface scaling functionP6 should be known
very accuratelybefore the weak critical adsorption surfa
scaling functionG6 can be studied. Thus, the current expe
ments could not have been accurately analyzed and in
preted prior to the work of Carpenter and co-workers@11,12#.
For a quantitative study of weak critical adsorption the t
components need to possess rather similar surface ene
(sA'sB) where preferrably one component is, for examp
ann-alkane so that a homologous sequence of critical bin
liquid mixtures possessing slightly differing surface fiel
can be studied. Additionally, the critical temperatures
these mixtures should be in a convenient temperature ra
near room temperature. Critical binary liquid mixtures of
n-alkane~n-undecane ton-tetradecane! and methyl formate
fulfill these requirements and thus were selected for
study. With each additional carbon atom, the surface ten
of the puren-alkane increases by;0.5 erg/cm2; hence, the
surface field is expected to increase in small steps with
creasing chain length provided that the critical temperatur
similar for each of the critical mixtures.

The n-alkanes~undecane, dodecane, tridecane, and
radecane! together with methyl formate~MF! were pur-
chased from Aldrich and used without any further purific
tion. They had a stated purity of more than 99%. Teflon
mm Millipore filters were used in the preparation of a
samples to remove particulates. For each of the critical
nary liquid mixtures, many different system dependent
rameters must be independently measured in order to re
the number of unknown parameters in this study of we
critical adsorption. Specifically,M 2 , vc , jo1 , Tc , and
Ds5sA2sB should be accurately determined for each l
uid mixture. In Table I we list these parameters together w
the optical dielectric constants« at a wavelength ofl
5632.8 nm and temperatureTc . In this table the subscriptA
~B! refers ton-alkane~methyl formate! where it is important
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to note that the densityrA,rB for all liquid mixtures—this
will be an important issue in the two-phase region where
fact, wetting occurs forDs.0 ~i.e., for C13 and C14! @41#.
The parameterM 2 was extracted from the coexistence cur
for each of the liquid mixtures, while the critical volum
fraction vc was determined using the standard technique
finding that volume fraction where the upper and low
phases possessed equal volumes a few millikelvin into
two-phase region. The determination of the effective surf
energy differenceDs is discussed in Sec. V.

There are many different experimental techniques for
termining jo1 , including static light scattering, dynami
light scattering, and turbidity measurements@42#. Frequently
one finds thatjo1 differs by upwards of 30% for thesame
critical liquid mixture when studied by different groups, o
when studied using different techniques. We have found
one of the more accurate methods for determiningjo1 is via
an ellipsometric study of strong critical adsorption in t
one-phase regime@30,11#. Ellipsometry measures the ellip
ticity r̄ at various reduced temperaturest ~see below!. In the
one-phase region,r̄ exhibits a peak (r̄peak) whose position is
determined by the correlation lengthj1 . On a r̄ versus
j1 /l plot, r̄peak occurs at a universal value given by@11#

~j1 /l!peak5~jo1t2n/l!peak50.06460.006. ~22!

Hence, for a critical liquid mixture of unknownjo1 , by
determining the value oft wherer̄ exhibits a peak, an accu
rate value forjo1 can be determined from Eq.~22!.

It is not obviousa priori whether or not Eq.~22! contin-
ues to hold for weak surface fields. Therefore,jo1 was de-
termined independently using the technique of turbidity@43#
~see Table I!. In retrospect, the value ofjo1 calculated from
Eq. ~22! is in good agreement with both the turbidity resu
~Table I! and with the results from theG1 model~Sec. 4 and
Table II!. Hence, even for weak critical adsorption, Eq.~22!
provides a reasonable estimate ofjo1 , provided the surface
energy differenceuDsu*0.4 erg/cm2—corresponding to the
lowest value ofDs exhibited in Table I. In hindsight, this ca
be understood as follows: for the critical liquid mixture
studied in this paper, althoughh1 is small, at sufficiently
small t ~in the vicinity of the r̄ peak! the scaling variable
h1t2D1, which appears in Eq.~5!, is rather large; hence
G18 (z/j1 ,h1t2D1).P1(z/j1) and the ellipticity r̄ in the
vicinity of the peak is well described by the strong surfa
scaling functionP1 @which was originally used to deduc
Eq. ~22!#.
1-5
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Ellipsometry and, in particular, phase modulated ell
sometry has proven to be extremely useful in the study
surface phenomena@44,22#. The construction and operatio
of our phase modulated ellipsometer, used in this study
weak critical adsorption, is similar to the description a
operation in @45#. A HeNe laser with wavelengthl
5632.8 nm is used as the light source where, after appro
ate polarization and phase modulation, the reflected b
from the liquid-vapor surface provides a measurement of
ellipticity,

r̃[Im~r p /r s!uuB
, ~23!

at the Brewster angle (uB). Herer p andr s are the reflection
amplitudes for polarizations parallel~p! and perpendicular
~s! to the plane of incidence and the Brewster angle is
erationally defined by that angle of incidence where

Re~r p /r s!uuB
50. ~24!

Our sample cell is of simple construction. It is composed
a chemically resistant pyrex cylinder of diameter;2.3 cm
and length;7 cm. The cell is first etched clean using a gla
etch ~35% HNO3, 5% HF, and 60% distilled water by vol
ume!, rinsed well with double distilled deionized water, drie
overnight, and then half filled with the critical mixture befo
flame sealing. This sample cell is placed inside a two-st
oven composed of a resistively heated inner stage an
water-cooled outer stage. Thermal gradients along the le
of the sample cell are less than;1 mK/cm, while short and
long term thermal stabilities are, respectively,;0.1 mK over
4 h and;1 mK per day. The critical temperatures for th
mixtures were monitoredin situ by measuring the tempera
ture at which spinodal decomposition occurs~as indicated by
the spinodal ring!; this allowedTc to be measured to within
;1 mK ~Table I!. In a typical ellipsometric measurement,
each temperature, 6 h elapsed to ensure thermal and diffu
equilibrium~the thermal time constant of the oven is actua
only ;10 min! and then tenr̄ and T measurements wer
collected over the succeeding hour. The results presente
this paper are the average of these ten measurements
temperature was always decreased in successive mea
ments, so that gravity assisted the phase separation pro
This protocol was followed in the one-phase region for

TABLE II. Weak critical adsorption parameters.s
5A( i 51

N ( r̄ i2 r̄Gi)
2/(N23). The following critical exponents

amplitude ratios were used in the fitting procedure:b50.328 @4#,
n50.632 @4#, D150.461 ~@26# lists 0.464 as the best value!, b1

50.803@26#, andRj.1.96 @5#.

Mixtures

G6 model (l s54.660.4 Å)

jBG ~Å! j01 ~Å! l h1 ~Å! 103smin

C11 3.2 2.0 4661 0.041 225
C12 2.9 1.9 195647 0.092 137
C13 2.3 1.8 250683 0.101 856
C14 2.4 1.9 13566 0.112 136
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four liquid mixtures and in the two-phase region for C11 a
C12. A different procedure must be followed for C13 a
C14, in the two-phase region, where a critical wetting lay
similar to @46#, is found @47#. For these two mixtures, the
critical adsorption state is a metastable surface state s
ciently close toTc . Information about this metastable su
face state is obtained following a procedure similar to@48#.
The system was first heated well aboveTc and mixed well to
ensure homogeneity—after 2 h in this high temperature state
the temperature was lowered to;100 mK aboveTc where
the system was equilibrated for a further hour. Finally, t
system was quenched rapidly into the two-phase region
the selected temperatureT, while r̄ was monitored continu-
ously as a function of time. The metastable critical adso
tion data was extracted from this quench data, at early tim
before droplets had nucleated on the surface@48#.

IV. ANALYSIS OF THE ELLIPSOMETRIC DATA

In order to compare a critical adsorption model with t
experimentally measured ellipticityr̄ the local order param-
eterm(z)5v(z)2vc must be related to the complex refle
tion amplitudesr p and r s @see Eq.~23!#. This is accom-
plished as follows. The local volume fractionv(z) of the
adsorbed component~here assumed to be componentA! is
related to the local optical dielectric constant«(z) at depthz
via the two-component Clausius-Mossotti equation@49#

f „«~z!…5v~z! f ~«A!1@12v~z!# f ~«B!, ~25!

where the function

f ~e!5
e21

e12
, ~26!

«A and «B are the optical dielectric constants of the pu
components~Table I!, and we have neglected any volum
changes due to mixing of the two components~which nor-
mally only amount to corrections of the order of 1–2 %!. The
surface dielectric function«(z) is then used to determin
r p and r s by numerically solving Maxwell’s equation
@50,51#, from which r̄[Im(rp /rs)uuB

can be obtained. This
procedure is repeated for each reduced temperaturet and the
resulting ellipticity r̄(t), from these model calculations, ca
then be compared with experimental data.

If the surface layer is sufficiently thin compared with th
wavelength of light, namely,j/l!1 ~which occurs suffi-
ciently far fromTc , say,t*531023 @33,34#! then the Drude
equation@52# provides an accurate description of the elli
ticity, at least to first order inj/l @53#, where

r̄~ t !.
p

l

A«11«2

«12«2
E

2`

` @«~z,t !2«1#@«~z,t !2«2#

«~z,t !
dz

~27!

. r̄c„j~ t !…1 r̄BG~jBG!, ~28!

which has been subdivided into a critical contributionr̄c
with
1-6
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r̄c„j~ t !…52
p

l

A«11«2

«2
E

0

1`

@«~z,t !2«2#dz ~29!

and a noncritical background contributionr̄BG. The liquid-
vapor interface is situated atz50 where«(z,t) describes the
variation in the local optical dielectric constant between
incident medium~«151 for vapor! at z52` and the bulk
liquid («2) at z51`. On the liquid side of this interface
(z.0), where critical adsorption occurs, the approximat
u«(z,t)2«2u!(«22«1) leads to Eq.~29!. On the vapor side
of this interface (z,0), the variation in the local numbe
density of molecules, characterized by a noncritical corre
tion lengthjBG, gives rise to the background termr̄BG(jBG).

Equation~27!–~29! are particularly useful in providing a
qualitative understanding of the experimentalr̄ data in the
one-phase region~Fig. 2!, at least far fromTc ; and in esti-
mating the composition of the liquid mixture where the s
face fieldh150 ~Fig. 3!. At sufficiently high temperatures
far from Tc , the correlation lengthj1→0 andr̄. r̄BG. All
four critical liquid mixtures possess similar optical propert
~Table I!, thereforer̄BG should be similar for all mixtures
This is indeed the case~Fig. 2!. The background term is

FIG. 2. Ellipticity r̄ data in the one-phase region for C1
~squares!, C12 ~circles!, C13 ~diamonds!, and C14~triangles!. The
four critical liquid mixtures possess a similar background elliptic
r̄BG at large reduced temperaturest (;1021) due to their similar
optical properties. However, at smallert, the behavior of the four
liquid mixtures is distinctly different due to the differing critica
adsorption behaviors caused by differing surface fieldsh1;sA

2sB . For C11 and C12,r̄ deviates belowr̄BG , which indicates
that then-alkane~componentA! adsorbs at the liquid-vapor surfac
andh1,0. By contrast, for C13 and C14,r̄ deviates abover̄BG and
it is the methyl formate component~B! that preferentially adsorbs a
the liquid-vapor surface (h1.0). A liquid mixture whereh150
would have r̄5 r̄BG ~horizontal dashed line! for all t. The long
dashed lines that representr̄P1 , calculated using theP1 surface
scaling function, demonstrate that this function describes the
perimental data well at sufficiently smallt where the scaling vari-
able h1t2D1 is large. At larget ~corresponding to smallh1t2D1!
significant deviations fromr̄P1 are observed; the behavior in th
regime is accounted for by theG1 surface scaling function~see text
for details!.
01160
e
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positive, r̄BG.1.1731023 ~estimated by averaging the da
at t*531022 for the four liquid mixtures!, because«1
,«(z),«2 far from Tc ; thus, the integral in Eq.~27! is
negative and hencer̄. r̄BG is positive. For smallert, the
experimental data indicates that the critical contributionrc is
negative~positive! for C11 and C12~C13 and C14! corre-
sponding ton-alkane ~MF! adsorption at the liquid-vapo
surface@as «A.«B ~Table I! whereB is MF#. Whenh150
the local volume fractionv(z)5vc for all z @condition
~iii c !#, therefore,r̄c50 for all z>0 @as «(z,t)5«2# and r̄
. r̄BG for all t ~horizontal dotted line in Fig. 2!. The differ-
ence between the peak valuer̄peak and r̄BG therefore pro-
vides a measure of the magnitude ofh1 ~Fig. 3!; hence, ther̄
data indicates that

h1~C11! , h1~C12! ,0, h1~C13! , h1~C14!,
~30!

whereh150 corresponds to an effective critical liquid mix
ture of C12.6 with critical temperatureTc(C12.6)535.4 °C
~Fig. 3!. A more precise quantification ofh1 will be given in
Sec. V.

The sign ofh1 determines whethern-alkane (h1,0) or
methyl formate (h1.0) preferentially adsorbs at the inte
face; while the magnitude ofh1 determines the strength o
this adsorption. For sufficiently largeh1 the adsorption is
described by the strong critical adsorption surface sca
function P6 at all reduced temperaturest @11,12#; at some-
what smallerh1 values the scaling variabley85h1t2D1 plays
an important role. At sufficiently largey8, corresponding to
small t, G68 (x,y8@1)'P6(x) and the experimental dat
should be described by the ellipticityr̄P calculated from the
P6 function. However, at smally8, corresponding to larget,
the experimental data should deviate significantly fromr̄P ;
in this region theG6 function ~which differs from theP6

function at smallz& l h , Fig. 1! plays an important role in

x-

FIG. 3. Graph ofr̄peak2 r̄BG ~solid squares! and critical tem-
peratureTc ~open circles! for the various critical mixtures. For zero
surface field (h150), we expect thatr̄peak5 r̄BG ; this occurs at an
‘‘effective mixture’’ of C12.6 with a critical temperatureTc

(C12.6)535.4 °C.
1-7
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determining the shape ofr̄. In Fig. 2, we have plottedr̄P1

calculated fromP1 for the mixtures C11 and C12~long
dashed lines! where ther̄P1 curves have been shifted vert
cally so that a comparison can be made with the experim
tal data at smallt. The C11 and C12 data are accurate
described byr̄P1 for t&331023 and t&831024, respec-
tively, in agreement with the above discussion. The elliptic
r̄P1 provides a better description of C11 up to largert than
C12 becauseuh1 ~C11!u.uh1 ~C12!u @Eq. ~30!#.

Thus far, we have observed that the experimental dat
the one-phase region qualitatively agrees with the expe
tions of the surface scaling functionG18 (z/j1 ,h1t2D1). In
order to proceed further, a specific theoretical model forG6

~Sec. II! must be considered, wherer̄ is determined by nu-
merically solving Maxwell’s equations. Before this is po
sible we must first define the extrapolation lengthze , which
appears in Eq.~19!, and describe how the optical dielectr
function on the vapor side of the interface atz,0 connects
onto the weak critical adsorption function atz.0. As men-
tioned in Sec. II, the extrapolation lengthze ensures that
the local order parameter at the surfacem15m(z50);h1
at small h1 @as required by condition~iii c !#; while at
large h1(→`), ze limits m(z50)5M 2tbP6@ze /j6#
.M 2c6(ze /jo6)2b/n to its maximum saturation value
namely,m(z50)5mmax512vc . Hence, to a good approxi
mation @33#

ze.jo6S 12vc

M 2c6
D 2n/b

~;0.4 nm!, ~31!

wherec6 is defined in Eq.~10!. The critical portion of the
surface scaling function, which occupiesz>0, must join
onto the dielectric profile, which describes the vapor side
the interface~at z,0! in a continuous fashion. This continu
ity in «(z) at z50 is accomplished by assuming that t
vapor side of the interface is given by

«~z!511
@«~0!21#@11e2ze /jBG#

11e2~z1ze!/jBG
, z,0. ~32!

The noncritical correlation lengthjBG is an adjustable pa
rameter so that, for a particularG1 model, r̄G15 r̄BG at
large reduced temperature (t;0.1), where the critical con
tribution (r̄c) is negligible.

We are now in a position to compare a model for the we
surface scaling functionG6 with experiment, where Eq.~32!
describes«(z) for z,0 while Eqs. ~25! and ~6!, with a
model forG6 @Eq. ~15!#, describes«(z) for z.0. A numeri-
cal solution of Maxwell’s equations with this model«(z)
determines the ellipticityr̄G for eacht, which can be com-
pared with experimental data. Four length scales appea
this problem:~i! jo1 , which, as discussed above is dete
mined by the position of ther̄ peak in the one-phase regio
@Eq. ~22!#, but must also be consistent with the turbidi
measurements~Table I!; ~ii ! ze , which is fixed by Eq.~31!,
wherec6 is taken from theP6 model; ~iii ! l h1 , which de-
termines the crossover fromG1;zk behavior ~at small z
& l h1! to the P1 surface scaling function~at largez* l h1!;
01160
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and~iv! jBG, which is slightly correlated withl h1 , but to a
good approximation is determined byr̄BG to within 10%.

Hence,jo1 and jBG are constrained within rather tigh
bounds; thus, onlyl h1 is a completely adjustable paramet
with which to improve the agreement between theory a
experiment. It is important to note that oncejo1 , jBG, and
l h1 are determined from the one-phase data, there areno
adjustable parameters in the two-phase region becausejo2

and l h2 are determined by the universal amplitude ra
jo1 /jo25 l h1 / l h25Rj ~.1.96 @5#!. Additionally, it is not
possible to have differing values forjBG in the one- and
two-phase region because this would lead to a discontin
in r̄G at Tc , in disagreement with condition~iv! @54#. Hence,
in the following we have adjustedl h1 , jo1 , and jBG to
provide the best agreement in the one-phase region w
jo1 andjBG are constrained by the turbidity andr̄BG results,
respectively; these values forl h1 , jo1 , and jBG are then
used in the two-phase region to evaluate the two-ph
model.

The optimal values for (jo1 ,jBG,l h1) are listed in Table
II. These values were determined by searching the th
dimensional space (jo1 ,jBG,l h1) for the lowest standard
deviationsmin @55# wheres25( i( r̄ i2 r̄Gi)

2/(N23), r̄ i and
r̄Gi represent the experimental and calculated ellipticity
data pointi, N is the total number of data points for a pa
ticular liquid mixture, and the number of adjustable para
eters is three. In Fig. 4, the mixture C11 is compared withr̄P
~dashed lines! and r̄G ~solid lines! in both the one-~open
squares! and two-phase~open circles! regions. As expected
the P6 model only provides a good description of the e
perimental data close toTc ; the deviations observed far from
Tc are well described by theG6 surface scaling function
@Eq. ~15!# as indicated by the residualsR5( r̄ i2 r̄Gi)/smin ~in
the one-phase region!, which are randomly distributed abou
zero for all reduced temperaturest. The G6 model is com-
pared with the mixtures C12, C13, and C14 in Fig. 5 whe
the meaning of the symbols and lines are identical to Fig
except that the stable~metastable! critical adsorption data is

FIG. 4. Comparison of the ellipticityr̄ for the C11 mixture with
various theoretical models. Experiment: one-~squares! and two-
phase~circles! data. Theory:P6 ~dashed lines! andG6 ~solid lines!
models. The residualsR5( r̄ i2 r̄Gi)/smin are also shown for theG6

model ~triangles! in the one-phase region.
1-8
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ELLIPSOMETRIC STUDY OF UNDERSATURATED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 011601
represented by an open~solid! symbol in this figure. The
one-phase residuals for C12, C13, and C14~which are not
shown! are also randomly distributed about zero, indicatin
good fit for all reduced temperaturest, in agreement with the
results of C11.

It is really rather surprising that the metastable two-ph
data for C13 and C14~Fig. 5, solid circles! is well described
by the G2 model. This is because, in our opinion~as ex-
pressed earlier in@33#!, the P2 function used for these mix
tures should be somewhat different from the form that
have assumed~i.e., the P3a model from@12#!. This can be
understood as follows. Throughout this paperv(z) represents
the adsorbed component at the liquid-vapor surface. For
and C12 then-alkane adsorbs at the liquid-vapor surface, b
also, then-alkane is lighter than methyl formate; hencev(z)
will obey the equation

v~z!5vc1M 2tbP2~z/j2!, ~33!

whereP2(z)→1 asz→`. This situation, where the lighte
component adsorbs at the liquid-vapor surface, is identica
the conditions studied in@11,12# ~from which the P3a mode
was derived!. However, for C13 and C14, methyl forma
adsorbs at the liquid-vapor surface;v(z) now represents the
local volume fraction of methyl formate, which is theminor-
ity component in the upper phase, hencev(`)5vc2M 2tb

in the bulk. If Eq. ~33! is retained withP2(x);xb/n for x
&1 @Eq. ~10!#, thenP2(z)→21 ~rather than11! asz→`
@56#. Hence, in our opinion, there should be two forms f
P2 , specifically,P2

L (P2
H ) corresponding to adsorption o

the light ~heavy! component at the liquid-vapor surface.P2
L

FIG. 5. Comparison of the ellipticityr̄ for the C12, C13, and
C14 mixtures. Experiment: one-~squares! and two-phase~circles!
data where the open~solid! symbols represent stable~metastable!
data. Theory:G6 model ~solid lines!.
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was characterized in@11,12#. P2
H has not yet been characte

ized, but could be studied in systems where the surface
sionssH,sL and the optical refractive indicesnH.nL so
that adsorption~rather than wetting@41#! of componentH is
found at the liquid-vapor surface in the two-phase regim
This situation is somewhat analogous to that studied
@57,58# where the surface energys2 between a critical mix-
ture and a noncritical wall differed in the light and hea
phases within the two-phase region. Similarlyv(z), and
henceP2 , should differ in the light and heavy phases b
cause s2;*(dv(z)/dz)2 dz @59# at least in mean field
theory.

V. THE SURFACE FIELD h 1

According to Eqs.~7! and~21!, which we restate here fo
convenience,

l h15jo1uh1u2n/D1, where h15~sA2sB!l s
2/kBTc .

HeresA (sB) is the surface energy of then-alkane~methyl
formate! within the liquid mixture,l s is a molecular length
scale~whose value should depend upon the particular liq
mixture or homologous series being studied!, and the sign of
h1 determines whether then-alkane (h1,0) or methyl for-
mate (h1.0) component preferentially adsorbs at the liqu
vapor surface. Therefore,l h1 exhibited in Table II for the
different liquid mixtures should be related to the surface
ergy differenceDs5sA2sB . Alternatively,

V5~ l h1 /jo1!2D1 /n ~34!

should be proportional to

S5usA2sBu/kBTc ~35!

with a proportionality constant ofl s
2, wherel s is expected to

be approximately constant for a given homologous serie
critical liquid mixtures. A difficulty that arises in testing th
correspondence between Eqs.~34! and~35! is thatsA andsB
represent the surface energieswithin the liquid mixture.
However, ifsA* andsB* represent the surface tensions of t
pure components at Tc , then

Ds5sA* 2~sB* 1so* ! ~36!

is expected to be a reasonable approximation whereso* is a
surface tension offset applied to methyl formate which e
sures thatDs50 ath150, as described below. From Fig. 3
h150 ~wherer̄5 r̄BG for all t! occurs at an effective liquid
mixture of C12.6 ~vertical dashed line! with Tc(C12.6)
535.4 °C. In Fig. 6,s* for the pure components@60# is
plotted as a function of temperature where the crosses
each of the curves indicate the critical temperature for e
of the four liquid mixtures. In order thath150 for C12.6
with Tc (C12.6)535.4 °C the surface tension for pure m
thyl formate,sB* , would have to be shifted up by a value o
so* 51.64 erg/cm2 ~dashed line in Fig. 6!. Thus,Ds(Tc), at
the critical temperature for each of the liquid mixtures, c
be found by determining the difference in surface energ
1-9
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JAE-HIE J. CHO AND BRUCE M. LAW PHYSICAL REVIEW E65 011601
between the dashed line and each of the crosses in Fi
these values forDs(Tc) are listed in Table I. In Fig. 7,
usA2sBu/kBTc is plotted against (l h1 /jo1)2D1 /n for each
liquid mixture. A linear fit to this data set~solid line!, which
has been constrained to pass through the origin so thatDs
50 whenh150 ~corresponding tol h15`!, has a slope of
l s
25(4.660.4 Å)2 for theG6 model. Hence, as expected,l s

is of the order of a molecular length.

FIG. 6. Surface tensions* of the pure liquid components from
@60#. The crosses on each of the C11 to C14 curves are position
the measuredTc for then-alkane and MF mixture. The dashed lin
corresponds to the MF data when offset bys0* 51.64 erg/cm2. The
difference between the dashed line and crosses provides a me
of the surface tension differenceDs5sA2sB ~Table I! where
Ds50 for an effective mixture of C12.6 atTc (C12.6)535.4 °C.

FIG. 7. Plot of (l ht /j01)2D1 /n versususA2sBu/kBTc for the
G6 model ~circles!. The solid line represents a linear fit throug
this data set with the constraint that the line passes through
origin to ensure thath150 (l h1→`) whensA5sB . The slope of
the line givesl s

2 ~Table II!.
01160
6;

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have used a homologous series of crit
AB binary liquid mixtures,n-alkane~A! and methyl formate
~B!, to investigate the weak critical adsorption regime at
liquid-vapor surface. In this regime the surface energysA
'sB , thus, the surface fieldh1;Ds (5sA2sB) is small
and the adsorption of both components is almost equ
probable. As the n-alkane component is varied from
n-undecane~C11! to n-tetradecane~C14! the surface prefer-
ence changes fromn-alkane for C11 and C12 (h1,0) to
methyl formate for C13 and C14 (h1.0). A point of equally
probable adsorption for the two components correspond
to h150 would occur for an ‘‘effective’’ critical mixture of
C12.6 and methyl formate. The surface composition w
depth into the critical liquid mixture is governed by a un
versal surface scaling functionG6(x,y), which depends
upon two dimensionless length scalesx;z/j6 and y
;z/ l h6 @Eq. ~19!#, wherel h6 @;uh1u2n/D1, Eq. ~7!# is a new
length scale associated with theh1 field. For sufficiently
small h1 , l h6

can become quite large and, under certain c

cumstances, comparable to the bulk correlation lengthj6 .
Hence the weak critical adsorption behavior is a sensi
function ofh1 in this regime, and as a consequence, the C
to C14 mixtures exhibit rather different adsorption behavio
A theoretical model@Eqs. ~15!–~21!#, which conforms with
the theoretical predictions~i!–~v! contained within Sec. II,
provides an excellent description of the experimental data
both the one- and two-phase regions~Figs. 4 and 5, solid
lines! where the optimal fitting parameters are listed in Ta
II. The surface field lengthl h1 is expected to be related t
the surface energy differenceDs (;h1); this interrelation-
ship is examined in Sec. V and Fig. 7 from which the m
lecular surface lengthl s;5 Å ~Table II!, characteristic of
this particular homologous series, is extracted.

The results in this paper now allow us to provide som
guidance as to when weak surface field effects will be i
portant for critical adsorption. In accordance with a sugg
tion in @19#, the strong critical adsorption surface scalin
function P6 describes the critical adsorption data in Fig.
for t,tx while the weak critical adsorption surface scalin
function G6 is required for t*tx where the ‘‘crossover’’
temperaturetx is defined by

uh1utx
2D1.1. ~37!

Combining Eq.~37! with Eq. ~21! leads to

uDsu5
tx
D1kBTc

l s
2 . ~38!

Hence, the strong critical adsorption surface scaling funct
P6 can be used at all accessible temperatures (tx.0.1) for
room temperature critical binary liquid mixtures (Tc
5300 K) provided thatuDsu*6 erg/cm2. Similarly, Eq.~38!
also provides a criterion for when ther̄ peak position can be
described by Eq.~22!. Equation~22! will start to fail when
the peak reduced temperaturetpeak5tx , hence, from Eqs.
~22! and ~38! this occurs when

at

ure

he
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uDsu5
kBTc

l s
2 S jo1

0.064l D D1 /n

. ~39!

According to this equation~and using data from this paper!,
Eq. ~22! can be used to accurately determine the correla
length amplitudejo1 from ellipsometric critical adsorption
a

tru
v.
r-

Sc

es

. E

ys

01160
n

data for room temperature critical binary liquid mixtures pr
vided thatuDsu*0.2 erg/cm2.
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